complex (in crystal form A22); individual subunits are coloured blue and pink, and the bases comprising the consensus sequence are shown in cyan. The fiveresidue linker between domains was too poorly ordered to be modelled. The colour of each protomer changes from dark to light at the scissile peptide bond (A84-G85). Green balls represent the catalytic residues of the latent protease: S119 (nucleophile) and K156 (general base, here mutated to alanine protein-protein interface buries a relatively small 372 Å 2 of otherwise solvent-accessible surface area, in agreement with previous results that the DNA-binding domain is monomeric in solution (unless otherwise specified, all detailed conclusions are based on the highest-resolution structure, A22) 11, 12 . However, that the formation of this interface is synergistic with DNA binding is supported by the results of a genetic screen for LexA variants with enhanced affinity 13 . All of the selected mutations that map to the DNA-binding domain lie at this interface. Disparate models of the LexA-DNA complex have been proposed. Although most models predicted that the wings of the DNA-binding domains would interact with the outer minor grooves 14, 15 , the binding domains were properly oriented in a previous model that relied the most heavily on experimental data 7 . The latter also correctly predicted that the DNA would bend towards rather than away from the catalytic domain.
Comparisons of our complex structures and the unbound forms 4 yield interesting similarities and differences ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). The dimer formed by the two catalytic domains is essentially the same in all crystal forms, with the exception of the 'cleavage loop' containing the scissile peptide bond. The structures of the individual DNAbinding domains are also nearly unchanged ( Fig. 1b ). However, the relative position of the N-terminal and C-terminal domains is highly variable. The interdomain linker is short: only five residues (70-74) are disordered in our structures. However, it is so flexible that it allows a roughly 180u reorientation of the DNA-binding domain in the unbound form ( Supplementary Fig. 2a ). We crystallized LexA-DNA complexes in two different crystal forms, and comparison of these structures shows that, even with DNA bound, the two domains can move freely relative to one another ( Supplementary Fig. 2b ). This flexibility may allow easier docking to RecA-ssDNA-ATP filaments even while bound to promoter DNA.
The position of the cleavage loop also varies between structures ( Fig. 1c ). In our highest-resolution structure, A22, the tip of this loop is ordered in both subunits, with the scissile peptide bond (A84-G85) poised for attack by the active-site Ser 119. However, in our B22 complex, which differs only in the spacer sequence and forms nearly isomorphous crystals, neither cleavage loop is docked, and the scissile peptide bonds are located 20 Å from the cleavage cavity. Alternating conformations of this loop were previously observed in catalytically inactive apo-LexA dimers 4 . We suggest that, for the catalytically inactive mutants used to obtain these structures, the cleavage loop can dock and undock with an equilibrium close enough to unity that minor environmental changes can shift its preferred position. However, in the wild type, docking would incur a considerable energetic cost because Lys 156 is buried. Presumably, the binding energy of contacts between the RecA filament and LexA is used to pay that price, activating LexA for autocleavage. Given the mismatch in symmetry between LexA dimers and head-to-tail RecA filaments, separate docking events are probably required to cleave both halves of a LexA dimer 16 . However, the loss of one DNA-binding domain from a dimer would drastically decrease DNA binding and relieve transcriptional repression.
Recognition of the conserved CTGT motif (C5NG20 to T8NA17 in our numbering scheme) seems to rely heavily on direct readout (Fig. 2) . The N-terminal portion of the recognition helix, a3, tucks into the major groove and makes direct and/or water-mediated interactions with all four base pairs. C5 donates a hydrogen bond to Glu 45, mutation of which (to Val or Ala) results in relaxed specificity at this position 17 . T6 forms both a hydrogen bond with Asn 41 and a hydrophobic contact to Ala 42. A triple mutation that includes Asn 41 and Ala 42 alters the sequence preference from 59-CTGT-39 to CCGT 11 . Asn 41 seems to be a key residue, because it also forms direct hydrogen bonds to the next base pair, G7NC18, and a water-mediated hydrogen bond with A17 (paired to T8). Finally, G7 forms a second hydrogen bond to the hydroxyl of Ser 39. The only direct contact to the T8NA17 pair is the water-mediated interaction with Asn 41, and from our structure it is unclear how that mediates sequence specificity. However, there may be additional water-mediated contacts, not visible at this resolution, that contribute to specificity. Indirect readout of the DNA's more subtle sequence-dependent conformational preferences may also function in sequence recognition here. The protein makes direct contacts to only one base outside the CTGT consensus sequence: the methyl group of T16 (which pairs with A9) lies in a hydrophobic dimple between a3 and the aliphatic portion of R28. However, we found that this makes a relatively small contribution to overall affinity (see below).
By examining more sites, less stringently conserved bases can be included, and the consensus sequence can be extended to 59-TACTGT(AT) 4 ACAGTA- 39 (refs 18, 19) , which is the sequence used in our highest-resolution 'A22' crystal. With the exception of T16, LexA contacts only the phosphate backbones of the additional bases. Its preference for A/T pairs in those positions must therefore reflect indirect rather than direct readout.
The flanking DNA regions curve around the sides of the protein, leading to a global bend of about 35u in both crystal forms (Supplementary Fig. 3 ). Much of this bend seems to be induced by interactions of the phosphate backbone with a region of positive charge at the N terminus of a1 (Arg 7 and the helix dipole) and the C terminus of a3 (Arg 52 and Lys 53). Mutation of these residues along a3 decreases binding 11, 20 . The contacts explain the extended interface T1   A22  T21  G20  A19  C18  A17  T16  A15  T14  A13  T12  A11  T10  A9  T8  G7  T6  C5  A4  T3  A2  T1   A2  T3  A4  C5  T6  G7  T8  T1  T10  A11  T12  A13  T14  A15  T16   C18  A19  G20  T21 Residues that seem to make key protein-protein contacts are shown as sticks, and those whose mutations enhanced DNA binding are highlighted in green (specifically T22I, E57K, V59I, and A62T or A62V (ref. 13) ). d, Zoomed-in view of the electrostatic potential surface map of the wing region. The main-chain amide group of S63 and guanidine groups of R64 and R28 interact with the phosphate groups of T14 and A15. The side chains of R28, P40 and E44 form a hydrophobic pocket that stabilizes the methyl group of T16. The electrostatic potential at the protein surface was calculated with APBS, and the colour scale ranges from 210kT/z (bright red) to 110kT/z (dark blue) 29 .
predicted from ethylation interference, photo-crosslinking and hydroxyl-radical-cleavage experiments 6, 21 .
At the centre of the complex, where the minor groove faces the protein, the two wings of LexA cross, forming the protein-protein interface described above (Fig. 2c, d) . The wingtips bind across the minor groove, and in conjunction with R28 and the N terminus of helix 2 they form positively charged binding pockets for the phosphate groups of T14 and A15. The minor groove is unusually narrow in this region, presumably to fit into this network of interactions ( Supplementary Fig. 4a ).
Narrow minor grooves are often associated with A/T-rich regions of DNA, in agreement with the preference of LexA for an A/T spacer 22 . However, many functional SOS boxes do include GNC pairs within the spacer 22 . To investigate how a G/C-rich spacer interacts with LexA, we changed the central base pairs from ATAT to GCGC, resulting in structure 'B22'. The width of the minor groove is essentially unchanged ( Supplementary Fig. 4) . Although B22 is a lower-resolution structure (3.6, 3.1 and 2.9 Å ), the density for the DNA backbone is strong enough to define the overall groove width. Thus, the protein-protein interface between DNA-binding domains seems strong enough to compress even a G/C-rich minor groove. The alternating pyrimidine-purine nature of both spacer sequences may also facilitate this compression, because 59-Y-R steps are particularly flexible.
To further assess the role of the spacer, we characterized binding with various DNA substrates (Table 1) , including those sequences used in our crystallizations (the duplex ends were extended to prevent hairpin formation at low concentrations). As expected, the site carrying the consensus spacer sequence, (AT) 4 (ref. 22) , yielded the tightest binding, with an apparent K d of 0.8 nM under our conditions. The AT-rich consensus sequence and narrow minor groove suggest that GC base pairs would be disfavoured, as in the case of bacteriophage 434 and P22 repressors 23, 24 . The four GNC base pairs found in the spacer of the B22 structure decreased affinity only twofold. This was similar to the effect of the two GNC pairs found in the symmetrized RecA SOS box used in C29. Changing the entire spacer from alternating As and Ts to a more rigid A-tract decreased the affinity about fivefold. This relatively minor decrease in affinity may reflect the fact that only in the centre of the structure is the minor groove as narrow as that of an A-tract ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ). It could also reflect some other advantage of the flexibility of the alternating sequence, such as the ability to adopt the alternating high/ low twist seen in the structure.
When the outer region of the spacer sequences was changed, differences were much more apparent. When the GC repeat was extended to cover the entire spacer region, the apparent K d weakened about 100fold ( Table 1 , AT-GC spacer versus GC-repeat spacer). However, restoring the outermost base pair to ANT in both half-sites increased binding about 40-fold (Table 1 , GC-repeat versus TGC spacer). Our structure shows that the methyl group of this T base, T16, is docked in a hydrophobic pocket (Fig. 2d) . We tested the importance of this methyl group by replacing the thymine with uracil. Although this should leave the hydrophobic pocket unfavourably open to solvent, it decreased the affinity only about fivefold ( Table 1 , AT-GC versus U spacer). The remaining observed differences lay in the substitution of cytosine for thymine. It is unclear why thymine is favoured over cytosine.
LexA is less tolerant of modifications to the spacer length: extending or shortening it by one base pair decreased affinity by 200-250fold ( Table 1 , 11 and 21 spacers). Nevertheless, a small amount of complex was still observed as smears on electrophoretic mobilityshift assay (data not shown). The altered spacers would disrupt the synergistic protein-protein and protein-DNA interactions between the two binding domains and their respective half-sites.
Crystal structures of the wHTH motif have revealed versatile wing functions in DNA binding, namely establishing protein-protein interactions such as the heat-shock transcription factor-DNA complex 25 or intercalating into the minor groove like the AhrC 26 repressor. Although LexA shares the canonical wHTH motif, it uses its wing not only to stabilize DNA binding but also to fulfil the spacer length requirement of its SOS operators.
METHODS SUMMARY
A catalytically inactive mutant of E. coli LexA (K156A) was crystallized in complex with its SOS operator sequences in two space groups: A22 (59-TATACTGT ATATATATACAGTA-39) and B22 (59-TATACTGTATGCGCATACAGTA-39) in P2 1 2 1 2; and C29 (59-GTTGATACTGTA*TGATCATACAGTATCAA-39 in which A* denotes the position of a nick in the sequence) in P2 1 2 1 2 1 . The anisotropic resolution limits for A22 and B22 are 3.0, 2.6, 2.3 Å and 3.6, 3.1, 2.9 Å ; R and R free are 26.6% and 30.6% for A22, and 26.6% and 28.7% for B22. C29 was not refined because of its low-resolution nature (4.0, 3.2, 4.0 Å ). Supplementary  Fig. 5 shows the anomalous difference Fourier electron-density map illustrating the location of the Br peaks for A22. Figures were generated with Pymol 27 . The central 29 bp of the 'RecA SOS box' duplex match those used in crystal form C29, and the central 22 bp of the 'AT-repeat spacer' and 'AT-GC' spacer duplexes match those in crystal forms A22 and B22, respectively. The extended duplexes were designed to prevent hairpin formation at low concentrations. * Underline, LexA consensus sequence; bold, spacers. { Nucleotide number 23 was changed from the original G to T to make the DNA self-complementary for crystallization. { No distinct product bands were observed. Rather, the gels showed smearing, indicating that the complexes fell apart during the course of the electrophoretic mobility-shift assay, and unbound DNA bands that decreased with increasing protein concentration (data not shown). These binding affinities were estimated by eye.
